rough terrain and 4x4
access equipment

haulotte compact 12 dx scissor lift
The Compact 12DX has few equals when it comes to rough terrain work. It’s
almost unique in its provision of an extremely tight turning circle, and is
approximately half a metre smaller in width than many of its competitors.
The machine can cope with gradients of up to 40% and still provide a
working height of up to 12.2 metres. The big deck 2.50m x 1.50m platform
provides a large and safe working area with a generous carrying capacity of
450kg. The differential controls allowing much easier operator handling. A
solid option for anyone working where tough site conditions exist.
For further information click here

nifty x trax 12m tracked boom
This track driven platform offers a wide range of capabilities, its hydraulic
outriggers, articulating and telescopic booms providing over 6m of
outreach and 12.2m of working height. Its easy to transport, and will travel
through double doors. The cage provides a capacity of 200kg, and it can be
mains or diesel operated allowing it to stay on site for longer. Its easy to
use controls and self propelled option means there’s no headaches in
trying to reach desired positions.
For further information click here

haulotte ha260px self propelled boom
This articulating boom is the solution for many complicated applications. It
provides a working height of 25.6 metres whilst still giving operators an
amazing 16.20m of outreach. One of the machines most useful features is
its working area. This is seen through a positive/negative articulating fly jib
with 140° movement and simultaneous boom functions, greatly improving
the machines productivity levels. Its 42cm ground clearance and hydraulic
differential lock system provide it with excellent 4x4 handling. The HA260px
has a generous cage capacity of 230kg, and a powerful deutz diesel engine
making it a strong contender for those hard to reach jobs.
For further information click here

wumag 30m vehicle mounted machine
This is a powerfully built four wheel drive machine with a huge outreach of
up to 15.8m. Combining proven Mercedes Unimog technology with a
lightweight Omme access platform, the Wumag 30m is as at home on the
city streets as it is on rough terrain. A four section telescopic boom allows
greater flexibility with working heights and excellent stability provided
through four independently controlled H type outriggers. The Wumag also
offers variable jacking widths, a rotating cage, 230kg cage capacity and
110v cage power outlet.
For further information click here

ommemog 30m truck mounted platform
The Ommemog is true off road machine with some outstanding capabilities.
Renowned for its quality, the Ommemog is a go anywhere machine being at
home on virtually any type of terrain. It has a working height of 30.5m and
an excellent outreach of 12.75m. Its generous 200kg cage capacity coupled
with a handy 110v cage power outlet and the amazing ability to operate in
up to 2.5m of water gives this machine numerous advantages over standard
rough terrain platforms. Weighing in at only 12000kg makes it suitable for
working on sandy beaches or where ground weight is seen to be an issue.
For further information click here
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